N
OW that the temporary boost deriving from German unification has faded and increasingly large sections of the economy are being gripped by recession, the longrunning public debate about the virtues and shortcomings of Germany as a business location is intensifying. The main complaints are about high costs, overregulation, excessively strict environmental requirements and aboveaverage taxes. Criticism about economic conditions is being put forward not only by firms and business associations but also by politicians, academics and the press. Some critics paint a lurid picture of crisis. For example, "Der Spiegel'" proclaimed Germany's relegation to the second division of industrial countries and prophesied that the showcase engineering and automobile industries would suffer the same fate as the optical and consumer electronics industries in the seventies. German products were much too expensive and had fallen far behind the international competition, and German firms were investing increasingly abroad rather than in Germany itself.
The question is whether such fears are justified because large sections of the economy really have become uncompetitive owl ng to bad supply conditions and Iocational disadvantages, or whether concern about Germany as a business location rests partly on a misinterpretation of Germany's present cyclical problems. This question will be considered in the first part of the article. The second part discusses the action that needs to be taken and makes possible suggestions for economic policyin order to improve Germany as a business location.
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Unquestionably, the German economy's position is still very good in international comparisons (Table 1 ). Germany's per capita GDP is one of the highest in the world, the world market share held by its exporters is only slightly smaller than that of US firms and far higher than that of its Japanese counterparts. In terms of the overall investment rate, Germany is not in the forefront, but in the upper middle range. Regarding the negative indicator "unemployment", the West German economy certainly does not come badly out of the international comparisonindeed, the unemployment rate is significantly below the EC average.
The sensible question about Germany's attractiveness as a business location is therefore not why Germany has fallen behind other countries but whether changes are appearing that could relegate it from its high-level position and cause a lasting deterioration in productivity and growth trends. In this regard two developments are often cited to support claims of declining competitiveness and waning attractiveness as a location, namely the weakness of German export growth and the net outflow of direct investment.
Let us address direct investment first. It is indeed striking that German manufacturing and service companies greatly increased their activities abroad during the eighties. Direct investment, which comprises not only the purchase of equities and other capital investments but also reinvested profits, totalled about DM 65 billion in 1991 and 1992 together, more than three times the figure for 1981 and 1982.
The growth in German direct investment abroad is often seen as a sign of the deterioration in Iocational quality in REPORT Germany itself. Such an interpretation seems rather exaggerated. First, it should be realised that part of the investment was carried out in order to penetrate foreign markets and improve companies' competitiveness internationally. This was particularly important and desirable in view of the integration of European markets and is clearly evident in the sharp increase in intraEuropean direct investment in the second half of the eighties. Moreover, a substantial part of direct investment abroad in recent years was due to the acquisitions and investments by German banks and insurance companies. This does not point directly to disadvantages of domestic locations either. There has, however, also been some proper relocation of production sites. The sharp increase in direct investment by the chemical industry in recent years is particularly noticeable; this partly reflects the transfer of research and development capacity, in biotechnology for example.
More worrying than German firms' commitments abroad is the low level of direct investment by foreign companies in Germany. According to balance-ofpayments statistics, in the two years 1991 and 1992 foreign companies invested only DM 12 billion in Germany, whereas German firms transferred more than five times as much capital abroad (Table 2) . In many cases, international groups investing in Europe have chosen cheaper locations in other EC countries. A greater commitment by foreign companies in Germany would have been desirable in view of the high capital requirement and the massive privatisation programme in the Eastern part of the country.
The balance-of-payments statistics are of only limited value in assessing the attractiveness of Germany as a business location. It should be borne in mind that the figures on direct investment do not take account of all investment by foreign subsidiaries in Germany, such as IBM, Opel and Ford. The Bundesbank's statistics on the stock of direct investment show that between the end of 1989 and the end of 1991 the assets of foreign companies in Germany also increased substantially. 2 The small capital inflows shown in the balance-of-payments statistics should be viewed against this background, although the stock figures also indicate that the most permanent and important part of direct investment by German companies abroad, namely equity capital, increased at a far more rapid rate than the capital of foreign companies in Germany.
Loss of Market Share
The slow growth in German exports in recent years could also indicate Iocational disadvantages or low competitiveness. Since the beginning of 1990, for more than three years now, the inflow of orders has shown a falling trend. The value of exports has increased only very slightly in real terms over this period. This poor performance is often interpreted as indicating that unfavourable conditions in Germany -especially 
